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Empiricism

John Locke (1632 – 1704)

British empiricist: "truth and knowledge arise out of
observation and experience rather than manipulation of
accepted or given ideas". Need for children to have
concrete experiences to learn.

Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712 – 1778)

His philosophy of education: learning through
experiencing, "child-centered" education.
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Derivation from the ancient Greek word empeiria (“experience”)

Influence on education: grade schools,
reading tests, adapted reading materials.
Putting the learner at the forefront.
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From one-room schools… to grade schools

Early 19th « Children under the age of five were often mixed in with adults

in their twenties. Additionally, classrooms were frequently overcrowded,
housing as many as eighty students at a time. Because of the overcrowding,
already scarce textbooks and learning materials had to be spread even more
thinly amongst students. As a result, class time amounted to a tedious
recitation of facts and instructors struggled to devote individual attention to

students. »
Ted Brackemyre. The Rise of Public Education in Early America. 2021 U.S. History Scene. 

https://ushistoryscene.com/article/rise-of-public-education/
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Multi-aged one-room schools.
Scarce non adapted textbooks.

Horace Mann (1796 – 1859), promoter of public education.

1847 first graded school (Boston) with books prepared for each grade.

Students learn best with materials written for their current reading level.

Reading standards were set for each grade.

Students grouped by grades.
Standards adapted to each grade.

https://ushistoryscene.com/article/rise-of-public-education/
https://ushistoryscene.com/article/rise-of-public-education/
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Empiricism
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L. Bloomfield and Z. Harris, US distributionalism (1940s-1960s), based on
behaviorist psychological theories and on direct observation of
environments: “you shall know a word by the company it keeps” (Firth, 1957).

J. Sinclair and G. Leech (1970s-2000s), Corpus linguistics: study of
language through its samples, e.g., corpus-driven lexicons for foreign
learners of English.

Derivation from the ancient Greek word empeiria (“experience”)

Influence on language teaching: readability
formulae, word-lists, corpus.
Putting word distributions at the forefront.
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Predicting text readability
Vocabulary learning through word lists
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Computational readability (21st)
NLP and machine learning Collins-Thompson & Callan (2005), François (2009)

Neural approaches, deep learning Deutsch, Jasbi & Shieber (2020), Martinc, Pollak & Robnik-
Šikonja (2021)

First readability formulae (20th)
• B. A. Lively and S. L. Pressey, predicting readability based on word-

frequencies (A method for measuring the vocabulary burden of text-book, 1923) 

• R. Flesch (Marks of Readable Style : A study in Adult Education, 1943 et 1948) 

Reading Ease score: length (syllables/word, words/sentence)

Teachers’ Book of Words (Thorndike, 1921)

Basic English (Ogden, 1930)

Thorndike & Lorge (1921)
https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/000987642

https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/000987642
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Graded resources
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Graded resources: structured series of linguistic data scaled according

to the ease (or difficulty) of learning, reading and comprehending.

Remarks:
• Lexicons vs corpora
• Scales often correspond to stablished learning grades, i.e., CEFR
• Teacher judgments of the difficulty vs learner abilities

Influence on language teaching:
readability formulae, word-lists, corpus.
Putting word distributions at the
forefront.

Influence on education: grade schools,
reading tests, adapted reading materials.
Putting the learner at the forefront.



12https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/level-descriptions

CEFR (2001) 
(Figueras, 2012)

« The data in the scaling studies were intuitive teacher judgments rather than samples of 
performance. » (Fulcher, 2010)

« The lack of systematicity may be indicative of some incongruities in the way reading materials were 
graded with CEFR levels, which may call for a more critical reflection. » (Tack, 2021)
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https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/level-descriptions
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Using graded reading materials
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http://manulex.org

Lété, Sprenger-Charolles & Colé (2004) 

MANULEX
First grade-level lexical database 
built from text-books of year 2000.

Frequency distributions of words 
observed across text-books for 
French L1.

5 grades in primary schools, 
grouped into 3 (according to the 
ease of reading): CP 6, CE1 7, CE2 
to CM2 8-10 years old.

8-10 years old
7 years old

6 years old

Scarce tools for studying child language development. 
Frequency effect : one of the earliest empirical observations in cognitive psychology.

http://manulex.org/
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http://cental.uclouvain.be/flelex/

FLELex: grading French L2 vocabulary
François, Gala, Watrin & Fairon (2014) ; Tack, François & Fairon (2016)

Word frequencies by difficulty 
level according the CEFR scale, 
first resource of the CEFRLex
project.

777,000 words distributed across 
several textual genres.

Available online, possibility of 
comparison between 2 words.

Possibilities of using the FLELex 
resource:  evaluating lexical 
simplification and vocabulary 
knowledge for learners of French

© N. Gala 
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Analyzing language complexity

How complex is a complex word ? 
Complexity (objective) / difficulty (subjective)

Orthography
• Length (phonemes, letters, syllables)
• Orthographical neighbourhood
• Grapheme-phoneme coherence
• Syllable structure

Morphology
• Length (morphemes)
• Frequency of morphemes
• Size of the morphological family

Semantics
• Polysemy
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Example in French (theft … burglary… robbery) :

vol – fuite – attaque – effraction – cambriolage –
chapardage – acte de brigandage - maraudage

Gala, François, Bernhard & Fairon (2014)
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ReSyf:  a lexicon with graded synonyms
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Gala, François & Fairon (2013), Billami, François & Gala (2018)

https://cental.uclouvain.be/resyf/
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Interface: D. Ricci & B. Delmée -(2017-2018) 
supervised by T. François (CENTAL) & N. Gala (LPL)
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Modelling individual difficulties
Larmuseau, Cornelis, Lancieri, Desmet & Depaepe (2020); Tack (2021)
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Aims: 
- gauging individual overall cognitive load to process (read, understand) a word
- accounting for individual differences between readers
Implicit / indirect measures:
- reading times, eye fixations, physiological data (brain signal, heart rate, skin temperature)

Explicit / direct measures: 
- vocalization (read-aloud), verbalization (think-aloud), self-assessment

Building graded resources which 

- include individual indirect measures for grading vocabulary
- propose texts / exercises according to personalized needs 



ALECTOR:  a parallel corpus
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Gala, Tack, Javourey-Drevet & François (2020) 

http://corpusalector.huma-num.fr/
17

79 original and simplified French texts for 
reading training online.
Lexical simplifications: Manulex and ReSyf.

Grades according to the difficulty of reading 
(reading times gathered in 6 schools, 970 
children, 2017 to 2019) Javourey-Drevet (2021)

Interface: S. Lâm (2019) supervised by 
C. Ramisch (LIS) and N. Gala (LPL)

Z score: mean of different readers

http://corpusalector.huma-num.fr/
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Using graded resources in the classrooms… or 
in personalized trainings

For the teacher, in addition to other activities for 
vocabulary learning:

• Analysing texts before using them in the classrooms, 
identify complex words for a given grade (choosing 
or discarding a text)
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During the class:

• Discussing about the knowledge of a word within a grade (whether the word is understood, a 
synonym can be proposed by the group, the word can be re-used in another context, etc.)

• Studying the morphology, the syntactic properties and the semantics of the word (POS category, 
cooccurrences, synonyms or thematic links –if possible browse through the semantic links)

In total autonomy:

• Working with texts adapted to the student profile, adaptive learning (Kerr, 2016)
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Conclusions and future work

Methodological challenges:

• Model more fine-grained gradings (e.g. for multiword expressions and collocations, 
for domain-specific texts)

• Include cognitive data in the gradings (to go beyond frequency distributions)
• Train personalized models
• Include graded resources in language learning platforms (track learner’s activities 

and propose adapted contents)
• Extend to a different languages and varieties (e.g. oral)
• …

Interdisciplinarity:  linguistics, education, NLP, cognitive sciences…

New field with high potential for educational applications.

CEFRLex project is a pioneer in graded resources 
development.



Language
Sciences

Education
Sciences

Cognitive 
Sciences

Data 
Sciences

iCALL

NLP

IASLA

Smart Education
Adaptive Learning

Embodied cognition
Eye-tracking
Brain activity
Physiological data

Quantitative data
Deep Learning
Language Models
Big Data

Word Senses
Collocations
Multiword Expressions

Hybrid devices (distance/face-to-face)
Empowerment, Autonomy
Interaction
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Computational Readability
Text Simplification

Graded resources of tomorrow



Take home message
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Graded resources are new resources with high potential for educational 
applications.

Beyond frequency distributions, there are important methodological 
challenges requiring interdisciplinary expertise.
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